
MANNERISM 
by William Mark Pi.nlott. 

An analysis of ' irrationality' in an age of Reason ... 

MANNERISM tS a term that was 
born in the 1920's, used to 
describe a body of work, daung 

roughly from 1.520 to 1600, which 
could be neither defmed as a part of 
the High Renaissance nor Baroque 
periods. A sometimes skittish and 
surprising reaction to the former 
movement in the eyes of modern art 
historians, Mannerism co-existed with 
both of the aforementioned styles, and 
as such, cannot be defined as a 
specific 'pertod' in the history of 
architectural development. 

Its receptton during its beginnings was 
mixed, divided almost perfectly 
between 'moderns', young architects 
and Renatssance art historians. For 
the former group, the master 
architects/artists Giulio Romano, and 
most tmportantly, Michelangelo, 
exercised tremendous influence, 
through their revolutionary (rather 
than reacttonary) manipulation of 
surface, volume and architectural 
language. The revolutionary practices 
were qutte possibly interpr~ted as 
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~~.·ere quite possibly interpreted as 
Irreverent reactionism by many, 
resulting in a movement which 
encouraged fracture from the strict 
and logicaJ art and architecture of the 
Renaissance. 

The boundaries of artistic licence 
formed by that period are discussed by 
modem historian Colin Rowe: 

•. . the Renaissance ... conceives 
~ture as the ideal form of any 
soeces, as a matJ'lemaucaJ and 
Platonic absolute whose triumPh 
over maner it is the purpose of 
art to assist: so. in pajnting, it 
seeks an m!allibili tv of form. 
Scientific perspective reduces 
external reality into a 
mathematical order; and, in so 
far as :hey can be brought into 
this scheme, the "accidental" 
properties of the physical world 
acquire si.gnif1cance.l 

Rowe, through this, asserts that 
neither natural instmct nor purely 
emotive form-making were justifiable 
,. i thin tlle realm of Renaissance 
sensibllity. He continues: 

Therefore, the artistic process 
is not the impressionistic record 
of ue thing seen; oot is rather 
the in!orming of observation by 
a philosophical idea; and, in 
Renaissance architecture, 
imagination and the senses 
~unction within a corresponding 
scheme.2 

In :he 1520's, this attitude denied 
credibility for both romanticism and 
e::!ecuclsm, !or as indications of these 
new atutudes appeared, they were met 
wuh dension by Renaissance critics 
such as Ludov1co Dolce. 11\e insult 
o,a;as named la Maniera - denved from 
the Italian "mano" (hand), used to 
signify an ascendancy of manual 
!)l'aCtiCe over visual observation and 
danty.3 This manneristic activ1ty was 
seen, m the context of an age of 
~eason, by these same critics as 
common and decadent (notably, an 

The Fifth Column 

opinion that has been shared, until 
qtllte recently, by modem historians). 

Controversial discussion, however, 
would not have arisen around these 
new works if they had not been 
considered to be enchanting and 
progressive by many others at that 
time, and thought to be mdicative of 
'a more cultured age'. Progressiveness 
from the 1.530's onwards, it seems, 
was seen to mean a conformity with 
"tne tastes of the !)l'esent century".4 
Sat1sfying the tastes of one's critical 
peers was an objective which carried 
great influence in the formation of a 
large body of \1annerist work in the 
three major VIsual arts. John 
~rman, in his analysis of all facets 
of Mannerism in the arts, details 
Paolo Pino's advice to painters 
(c. I .58:.): 

... in all your works you should 
introduce at least one figure 
that is all distorted, ambiguous 
and difficult, so that you should 
thereby be noticed as 
outstanding by those who 
understand tl"'e liner points of 
an.5 

In another case, the writer Bernardo 
Tasso (who spoke earlier of tastes), 
refers to some of his intentions 
(c.I.5t.9). He wished to achieve "the 
greatest possible artifice, so that they 
(verses for madrigals) shall satisfy 
uruversally". 6 

The Mannerist attitude, unllke that 
held during the Renaissance, took 
sympathy with the imperfection of 
man: his varJous quirl<s and his need 
for eclectic variety - directly in 
opposition to the Renaissance's 
domin~nt concerns for logic, 
perfection, and as the Mannerlsts 
argued, monotony. 

Thus, the lines of combative dialogue 
'!'ere drawn - a dialogue presently 
~nt~preted as havsng to do with order 
and 'disorder'. 

Th!! body of Mannerist work In all 
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areas of the arts which became 
increasingly popular with the decline 
of the Renaissance (and said to have 
passed away after the Sack of Rome 
in 1.527), is seen as a ma1a.i.se by art 
hi~torian Frederic Hartt, and has been 
categorically qualified by him as 
follows: 

Content: Abnormal or anortnal. 
Exploits strangeness of subject, 
uncontrolled emotion . 

arrative (or allegory): 
Elaborate, involved, abstruse. 
Space: Disjointed, spasmadic, 
often limited to foreground 
plane. 
Compos1 tion: Conflicting, 
acentral, seeks frame. 
Proportions: Uncanonical, usually 
attenuated. 
Figure: Tensely posed; confined 
or overextended (powerless or 
weightless). 
Colour: Contrasting, surprising. 
Substance: Artificial. 7 

Although the above constitutes an 
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Rosso Fiorentirw. 
Moses and Jethro's Daughters, 
1523 

Mic he Zange lo, 
the stair of the Ricetto 
of the Lau.J'entian Libroa:ry, 
1524-59 

observation of properties of Mannenst 
painting, from it, one may easily draw 
parallels applicable to architecture. 
Art Historian Ltnda Murrav derives 
such comparisons: · 

... 1t (Mannerism in architecture) 
concentrates on violations of 
the rules governing accepted 
usage of the classical orders 
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and an irrational and 
unpredictable disposition of 
space, combinauons of features. 
treatment of surfaces. lt is 
mvariably accompanied bv rich 
decoration and often by 
elaborate illusionism.B 

lt seems, through these two latter 
mterpretations, that our contemporary 



ooinlons about \1annerlst intent deal 
solely v.ith some sort of perversion -
"the very human desire ro impair 
perfection when once it has !:>een 
ac!ue~ed".9 

lt is perhaps .fitting, then (and 
pres u mab ly embarrass i ng :or 
par+.Jcioants t.n arguments of this son) 
that Mannenst ••.-orks !reouentlv stand 
as some of the greatest achi~ements 
in tlle history of arc:hltec:ture. One 
such achievement was the Laurentian 
Library (152t - 60 .n Florence, 
part icularly its r icetto (entrance 
lobby), engineered bv the great 
Master, \l1chelangelo. He \\'as indeed 
'gui lty' oi breaking the rules of 
Renaissance ordering - :he notion that 
th i s should be done by t he 
unquestioned leader of Renaissance 
sculpture, pcunting and architecture. 
carries an elemen: of ~i.se. and is 
essential : o :h e credibility of me 
Man."leis: :.~u. Manner-ist historian 
GlO!glo Vasari says of 1ichelangelo: 

-- e man who bears the palm of 

a ll ag~s . tra nscending and 
ech psL"lg aJI the rest. the divine 
~ u:helangelo Buonarom, who u 

supreme !lOt Ln ~ art but in all 
ttc~ a t once. He surpasses not 
only aJI thost- who have as it 
were, surpasst'd 'ature, but the 
most famous anc;ents, also, who 
undoubtedly surpa~ her. He 
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has proceeded from conquest to 
conquest , never finding a 
difficulty ""'hich he cannot easily 
overcome by the force of 1-tis 
divine genius. by his industry, 
design. ar:, jucgement and grace.fO 

The riceno is an essay in organic 
playfulness, despite its omnioresent 
severity. In :his room , each 
archJtecruraJ element is given licence: 
the half-column pilast ers do not obey 
the traditionaJ hierarchies (Lighter with 
ascent), becoming shoner, thicker and 
untapering in the highest portions of 
the space. These same pilasters, 
rather than sining on the walls, press 
into them - 'pushing' the walls out , 
thereby rendering the enclosure 
unusua11y plastic. · Large brackets 
beneath these hall-columns, intended 
to be perceived as suppor t for them, 
are le!t to hang, perversly, off of a 
wide, conunuous horizontal moulding, 
leavmg them suppor:Jess. Rectangular 
pilasters, again contrary to tradition. 
are hidden by the pregnant walls. 
rather :han r~ing upon them. The 

staircast-, the showp•ece of the room, 
fabulously c urvtd, pours downward 
from :he doorway of the reading room 
into t he ricetto, filling the entire 
room. 

The t~n1ques used by Michelangelo 
g ive each component of the room -
wall, p1laster, moulding, bracket, niche 
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and stair - autonomy. Were they 
capricious gestures of irrationality on 
his part ? \1odern appraisals of 
~1annerist theses .,.. ould suggest that 
th is is so, but k nowing of t he 
seriousness of th1s master (and the 
solemnitv of a 'theatre' such as has 
been described), one must conclude 
that t h1s is not so, and that other 
motives were intended. Vasari . the 
architect and art histonan who along 
with Ammanati was responsible for the 
completion of construction of the 
stair ,11 thought (because of their 
acquaintance, probably most rightly), 
that Michelangelo's manipulat ions were 
to provide varieta]2an all-pervasive 
concern of the time. 

Vasari had praise too for Giul io 
Romano ( 1492- I .546), based on very 
s i m i lar premises. Romano was: 
" ... learned, bold, sure, capricious, 
varied. abundant and universal". A 
similar opinion, referring to Romano's 
work, was h eld b y Vasar i's 
contemporary, Serlio: "Variety among 
the elements is a source of pleasure 

Above: 

.'4i.chelar4oZ.O, the Ricotto, detail. 
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GuiZU. Romano, Pa~zo ckl. 'J'c, 1527-34 

Ent~cc elevaticn 
Cour tyard eZevati~ 
La Sala dei Giganti, detail. 



Fedsl'ico Zuccheri, 
Casino de Z.Zo Zuccheri, 15 7 8 

to the eye and sat isfaction to the 
mind" .13 Romano's Palazzo del Te 
( 1.526-34), extremely popular at that 
time, and inspiration for much 
tmitation, has remained today the 
Mannerist archetype. 

The building, recently, has been spoken 
of primarily with respect to one of its 
courtyard elevations, in which 
monstrous keystones, curiously placed 
over blind openings, are contained by 
bottomless pediments; in which the 
entablature over the grotesquely 
rusttcated, columniated wall shUts out 
of place in each bay to suggest 
dropped keystones; and so on. What 
has escaped much attention, because 
of that devoted to Romano's 
perverstons of Vitruvius' rules, is the 
fact that each facade of this building, 
both on its outer edges and within the 
courtyard itself, are quite noticeably 
different. "'otable, also, is that each 
room of the building is profoundly 
dissimilar to the others: this, in a 
complex which does not carry any real 
organisation (the great number of 
rooms are stmply strung in a line 
around the courtyard). The chambers' 
characters range from refined and 
antique to off-beat, as in the case of 
the Sala dei Giganti which is simply a 
small, two-way vault, 'sans murs', with 
a herotc fresco, deptctmg a scene of 
a cataclysmic earthquake (repleat wtth 
$U i tab I y contorted giants). The 
original design of the room included a 
fireplace which cast its light on the 
figures of the painting as if they were 
~ea!, reinforcing the fantastic image, 
Imbuing the room with the "reality, 
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myth and suprise•114 which made it the 
favorit e of owner and patron Fedenco 
Gonzaga, his distinguished house guests 
and the ladies and cavalieri of the 
Mantua courts.15 The Palazzo del Te 
became, with great speed, a champton 
of the Mannerist spirit of varieta. 
Unlike the opinions concerning its 
'disturbing' nature forwarded by Harn 
and Murray, ~ must surely admit 
that the building is enchanting, 
although perhaps a threat to 
architectural (which some equate to 
cui rural) sobriety. 

There eXJsts, however, a thin line that 
is drawn between enchantment through 
caprice (irreverence?) and decadence, 
where the rational or the normal is 
lost sight of altogether. \iany 
maintain that "Aannerism - its 
attitudes in architecture, pamung, 
sculpture, the decorative arts, 
literature and music, crossed this line. 
The 'crisis' then, is the period of 
'decadence', which we contend in thts 
discussion, is at worst, to be 
considered as a time of some 
'irreverant' activity. Unique to thts 
time, though, were horrific, extreme 
works which have fueled arguments 
and accusations of \\annerist 
'pre-meditated sin'. And, in the 
tnterests of fairness of this discusston, 
one should tllustrate ~ such extreme. 
Fe<!erico :uccheri's casino in Florence 
( 1578), a confusing and clearly 
uneducated work (decadent in its 
egotistical isolation), is brought to our 
a ttentton bv Colin Rov.e m '"us essay 
Ma nne rism and Modern Architect\re 
( 19.50). :ucchert's 'cornposttlon', a je\1 
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ctespc-it using both applied and exased 
architectural and sculptural detail and 
'over-Mannerist' tnckery, IS simply 
inexplacable. The rusticated base, its 
sometimes shattered stones floatmg 
some1.••hat freely on a smooth field, 
seems to support nothing. The piano 
nobile is disproportionately compressed 
and lacks structuring rigour altogether. 
Traditionally ordering pilasters are of 
ungainly width, and surprisingly (or 
maybe not so) violated by openings, 
thetr framing, in turn, conspicuously 
incomplete. The ante story, too, 
escapes Identification, 1ts one opening 
hovering above the central blank 
panel. The panel too, unlike its 
contemporaries (by Palladio, et al), is 
rendered meanmgless, because of its 
lad< of focus, and in turn, inability to 
generate necessary dualities within the 
facade. 

ProJeCts such as the Casino dello 
:ucchen, and the architectural 
promiscuity 1 t represents, have 
unfortunately been seen to be 
representative of all Martnerism, thus 
leaving the movement to be viewed 
w1th confus1on and disdain until 
reantlv (Robert Ventun's love for the 
compl6ities and contradictions of the 
movement's ~~oork - as illustrated tn 
the book named similarlv (1966) - have 
brought MatVlensm to light somev.:hat; 
however the body of work remains 
largely unknown today). 

\1annerism has been traditionally 
relegated to scornful linle passages at 
the back of chapters (or whole books) 
about Renatssance architecture. Texts 



such as History of Italian Renaissance 
Art. a stal" .ard eduo..ttona.l toi'T'e m 
de?af"t~n:s oi Art History notably at 
McGilJ Umversttv). devotes slightly 
more than a snipoet of discussion to 
M~rist arch.itecruce. and curiously. 
places Mlchelangelo's Medici Chapel 
ard Laurentlan library m the scope of 
the late Renatssance fsurelv. 
Michelangelo could not be gul.lt)• ~f 
:he consctous sms of a \1annenst 
architect?). His 'mannerisms' tend to 
be attributed to his awareness of 
plasticity as a sculptor, and are thus 
accepted into the High Renaissance's 
realm of perfection. Palladio. too, 
can be sa1d to have been a \1annerist 
(note particularly the facades of the 
VenetJan churches), but hrs 
compositlonal ~tgour, seen both in ?lan 
and elevation. stemming from his use 
of harmonics to derive idea! 
proporuon. tends :o overs.'ladow his 
mannensms. and justif1es his isolation 
by histonans as a phenomenon - late 
Renaissance neither High 
Rena1ssance, \annerist nor Baroque. 
'\\ ah exclusions of Michelange!o and 
Palladio from discussions of 
Mannerrsm. a one-sidedness arises 
which allows the perpetuity of 
a ccusa tr on s of capnciousness, 
irreverance and decadence. Hence, 
tre ''.lannerist Crisis'. 

Courtauld Institute Art Histonan John 
Shearman believes that 'Aannerism, 
being examrned again (alt"lough 
somewhat superficially) in the 
twenueth century, earns poor hearing 
because Interpretations of it are 
de:hed from twenueth century terms 
of references (our prejudices and 
problems). Indeed, Mannedsts were 
gutlty of the same fault m assessmg 
:he H1gh Rena1Ssance as 'boring'. 

Historians such as Harn and Murray, 
and others who have dealt with 
Mannerism dunng th~ last sixty years 
( tl<olaus Pevsner, Anthony Blunt and 
Colin Rowe), have seen the movement 
as an abberation of an architectural 
methodology .which was logical and 
perfect - and qutt~ ''v1odern' in this 

~e!tard. The sympathy towards the 
:unctlonal logic o! the Modern 
\I<Joo.rement and its supposed absence of 
eclecticism is very closely tied with a 
corresponding empathy towards 
Renatssance dogmae. Coincidentally, 
disdain towards Mannensm has been, 
tlv t.l,ese same criucs. also been held 
for Victorian Gothic architecture and 
the Picturesque style, and even until 
quite recently, for Art Nouveau. 

One must conclude that assertions 
establishing .\lannerism's position as a 
'crisis' in the historv of art should be 
considered fundamentally untrue. The 
movement enriched us with an 
invaluable resource of references, 
among them, the works of 
\1ichelangelo. PaHadio. Romano. Vasari 
(the Uffizi, Florence). Ammanati 
(Palazzo Farnese, Rome) and Peruzzi 
(Palazzo Massimo alle Colonne, Rome). 
Their efforts broke essential ground 
which allowed the Baroaue movement, 
as well as, even. attitudes of freedom 
within the \1odern Movement, to 
flourish. 

The licence taken wrthin the domain 
of Mannerism, which some see as 
frivolity or vassilation constituting a 
crisis, was simply indicative of flux 
within a transitional period - just as 
in any such time . These 
charactenstics were not borne, for the 
most part, of an ignorance of nor a 
rejection of the constituent elements 
of a fine architecture; rather, they 
were based upon tile knowledge and 
manipulation of these elements. 
\1annerism was an educated style, 
quite naturally a part of 'a more 
cultured age•.16 

Ponsaipt 

lt is not surprising, then, that 
Mannerism is enjoying some renewed 
interest today, as Robert Ventun and 
many others who share his concerns, 
find these reflected in Mannerist work. 
Correspondingly, the non-Modernists 
will ftnd fault with Mod~rnism based 
on similar grounds as those which 
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\\annerists found with the High 
Renarssance. As well, as in 1520, 
architectural opinion in our century is 
placed into a condition of dialogue, 
not dedicated to any single thesis. 

\lannerism was not the style of 
the whole of sixteenth century 
art, but it was like one part of 
a dialogue; similarly the ideas 
it fed upon were not unopposed. 
It was partly because opinion 
was divided that it became 
sharpened to the point of 
complete consciousness ... .17 

ow, again, the lines of combative 
dialogue have been drawn between 
opposing fields of theory; the nature 
of these debates will be illuminated in 
the next issue e 
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